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1 Introduction

The structural organization of this document has been a challenge to articulate successfully. Because
of blurred lines separating my role from the roles of my collaborators in the opera making process,
organizing a retrospective account of the development of work into categories such as “libretto”,
“music”, “production”, etc. . . necessarily creates counterintuitive boundaries. Opera making is a
holistic process in the most general way, and although each member of the collaborative team
provides a unique and highly refined set of skills to the process, the way in which those skills are
utilized is non-linear and non-homogeneous in the mathematical sense. As a result, this document
attempts to reflect critically on the work I have helped make over the past year at the scale of the
whole work, with incomplete summaries of notable interactions within that work-making process.
It is important to bear in mind that the distinctions I draw here are purely for organizational
convenience, and that the true nature of opera making is profoundly collaborative, in constant flux,
and impossible to articulate concisely.

Since joining the Guildhall School’s new MA in Opera Making and Writing course as a composer,
I have worked on three substantial works. The first piece was a setting of a poem by Ruth Mariner for
soprano and piano called I ’ Am ’ Two, which was given its premiere by Laura Ruhi Vidal (Sop.) and
San Lau (Piano) in the foyer of the Milton Court building on 8 July. The next work to be completed
was the 10-minute youth chamber opera called Colony, written for the Royal Opera House’s Youth
Opera Company with a libretto by Ruth and Aleksander Hut Kono. Colony was premiered on 30
May in the Linbury Studio Theatre at the ROH with musical direction by Jessica Cottis and Suzi
Zumpi, and directed by Karen Gillingham. The final work was the 25-minute chamber opera called
Greenland with a libretto by Alex. Greenland was premiered at the Milton Court Studio Theatre
on 8 July, conducted by Dominic Wheeler and directed by Martin Lloyd-Evans.

2 The Making Process

This section will look at the making process for each of the three works. As mentioned above, these
accounts are one of many ways in which my development as a composer and maker of opera can be
articulated.

2.1 I ’ Am ’ Two – The Art of Non-Dramatic Dramatization

Although I ’ Am ’ Two is the shortest work, and not of any particular operatic scope, it is one of
the most formative works I have made. I ’ Am ’ Two represents a clear departure from a certain
æsthetic sensibility that had been a fundamental element of my compositional voice. In particular,
this song is my first legitimate and sincere investigation into the dramatization of performers and
their environment in a traditionally non-dramatic form. This came about as a result of trying to
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Figure 1: Here is an excerpt from the score of I ’ Am ’ Two. The top staff (2 lines) is the breath
staff, where O = Out Breath and I = In Breath. The 3-line staff is the vocalist’s semi-pitched staff,
where the H, M, and L correspond to High, Medium, and Low voice. The bottom two staves are
the piano part.

find a way into Ruth’s poem, which is cast in two levels of consciousness and subtly evokes a very
visceral experience (see Appendix A.1 for the full text).

I clearly remember a lesson I had with my composition teacher, Laura Bowler, in early October
about finding ways into the setting of this text, and her helping to guide me through the possibil-
ities of performer dramatization. The outcome of this investigation is the notated, ‘non-singerly’
breathing of the singer while her back faces the audience during the first and third sections of the
piece (see Fig.1). Freeing myself of the traditional constraints of what the role of the singer is in
the performance of lieder allowed me to develop musical material that supported the poem’s un-
derlying visceral nature. Specifically, the notated heavy breathing becomes an integral part of the
sonic cosmos of the piece, and by being absent in the middle ‘dream section’, the structural move-
ment between layers of consciousness is clearly articulated. Most importantly, the visual nature of
watching the heaving back of a soprano as she struggles to fit all the breaths in between the words
of the poem – as the piano accumulates event density uncompromisingly – is striking and engaging
in a much more profound and theatrical way than I had hypothesized it could be. Being honest
with myself, I had avoided this kind of compositional technique specifically because of my fears of
people seeing the dramatization of a performer as a cheap gimmick. Instead, I found that if done
subtly and sincerely, it is a compositional technique that can further engage – if not completely shift
the perception of – an audience used to being only stimulated aurally. In hindsight, this little song
has proven to have unlocked a number of important compositional insights, both specifically with
regards to the dramatization of the performers through the notated music, but also through the way
I conceive of the performers as I composer for them. Looking at the process of how Colony and
Greenland were made, particularly with my first two (pre-Guildhall) operas in mind, it is clear how
this song has had a significant influence on me.
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2.2 Colony – Antish and Getting it Wrong

Colony is a 10-minute long Youth Chamber Opera written for the Royal Opera House’s Youth
Opera Company. Commissioned as part of a triple-bill of new works written for this ensemble of
approximately 50 9-13 year old children, Colony strove to offer a new and different take on the
blossoming genre of children’s opera. The other two operas on the program, Out of the Ruins and
Mighty Oaks Academy, made use of the talents of the children in a relatively traditional way. When
Ruth, Alex, and I first approached this commission, we were aware of the plot-schemes of each of
these operas and we set out, in response, to create something that re-imagined, at a fundamental
level, the nature of this ensemble. Our solution was to write an opera about an ant colony where
we treated the children as ants. From a purely practical standpoint, this solution allowed us to
engage the large body of singers, none of which were allowed to have prolonged solos, in a unique
and individualizing way. It also allowed us to develop a dramatic structure, and content within that
structure, that would hopefully be interesting and unusual for the children to engage with.

We were particularly excited by the unique creative and scientific possibilities inherent in such
an operatic precinct. In particular, we developed a language based on the nature of pheromone
interactions within a hive of insects. This language, called Antish, was developed between Stephen,
Ruth, Alex, and myself, and displays a wide range of collaborative efforts. My input was to offer a
grammatic framework that fit, analogously, with the ‘call-to-action’ nature of pheromone communi-
cation. Ruth, who’s primary interest was overseeing the dramaturgy of Colony, focused on finding
the words we needed to translate, based on what would happen dramatically in the opera. Alex
worked on what those words would sound like, in addition to writing the majority of the English
libretto that the Scientist characters sing (all of which can be read in Appendix A.2). Stephen
oversaw this process, guiding our development of this language and its interaction with the English
libretto as the piece developed.

One of the compositional opportunities of inventing a language is that that language can have
‘built-in’ sonic and behavioral characteristics. In the case of Colony that meant adding sounds and
physical gestures to the words that would appear in addition to the standard vocalization of the
invented words. For instance, the Soldiers would, in addition to singing chack-ck-ck-ck, stomp or
clap in time with the words as seen in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Soldier’s vocal and gesture part in Colony. The x-noteheads represent either clicking,
clapping, or stomping sounds, while the regular noteheads are sung normally.

Beyond the interesting compositional and linguistic aspects of Colony1, the process of making
the opera with the ROH’s YOC was a complicated endeavor. After we pitched our initial idea to
Karen Gillingham and Suzi Zumpi, we set off on making the piece. Making the libretto, which was
originally meant to only be in Antish led to the ROH staff, particularly Karen, expressing serious
concerns about a piece entirely in an invented language. Personally, I advocated strongly for an
Antish-only opera, but ultimately Ruth and Alex’s position won out and an English libretto was
also written. At the same time, I had discussed in some detail what the capabilities and limitations
of the YOC were, including elements of freely-notated music, melodic and harmonic complexity,

1Extensive analytical program notes for Colony are not included here, but can be found by contacting me or
visiting my website.
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repetition of material, and the use of gestures in the Antish. Feeling confident, as a creative team
and as a composer, I set off to write the vocal score for Colony.

After a few sketches, I sent a preliminary draft of the first two sections of the opera, in vocal
score form, to Suzi for feedback. The amount by which I misunderstood the capabilities of the ROH
YOC’s singers and teachers was immediately brought into focus. The first draft of Colony is perhaps
the most ‘off-the-mark’ piece of music I have ever written. This draft led to a growing gulf of trust
between the staff at the ROH and myself, leading to an incredibly stressful composition period.
Colony went through a number of drafts, trying each time to strike the right balance between the
initial artistic vision we formed and the black-and-white practical – and to a lesser extent – æsthetic
requirements from the ROH. I worked closely with Julian Philips on trying to hone the vocal score,
and then the full score, into a coherent piece that would satisfy their requirements, and ultimately
I think Colony struck the right balance.

However, during the rehearsal process, countless issues were raised, and the piece was continu-
ously edited and transformed. Of course, this is the nature and benefit of new music – that we can
change the score and modify the piece in countless ways in the rehearsal room for the benefit of
the final work. Yet, this process is also one of constant stress, political maneuvering, and inartistic
compromise, especially when performed in an environment where the general approach to new work
is entirely different from the one we were all taking. Ultimately, I think I compromised my role as
the composer in this piece by being too brazen in my initial compositional attempts. I thought that
the opportunity to put a piece on the stage of the Royal Opera House, to be produced by such a
capable and experienced group of artists, was an opportunity to do something new and important.
To an extent, I think we did accomplish that by writing a youth opera that is not for and about the
children, but is about science, nature, and alludes to serious and mature topics. However, I got it
wrong, as the composer, by approaching the making of Colony with so much gusto for the new and
so little consideration for the limitations.

2.3 Greenland – Drama, Science, a Good Writer, and Getting it Right

Before I discuss in detail the making of Greenland, I want to state that I believe Greenland is by
far the best thing I have ever created. I loved every minute of its creation, despite the stressful
alterations, sleepless nights, and unfaltering neurosis that Alex and I demanded of each other.
Perhaps what I love most about Greenland is that it is a living work, still undergoing changes as this
document is being written, and hopefully continuing to approach (although, likely asymptotically)
its own unique and perfect state. That is not to say that Greenland is not without faults, some of
a persistent and serious nature, that have yet to be addressed.

When Alex and I began working together on this opera, we were both in a fundamentally different
place regarding our understanding of drama and our desire to cultivate it proactively. Originally
called Alaska, this opera was born from a desire on both of our parts to make something concise,
on Alex’s part to make something that gave him room to engage with different levels of language,
and on my part to give me a space to let my penchant for compositional expansiveness run wild.
What we failed to adequately understand, due specifically to the way we saw the singers work in
Martin Lloyd-Evans’ drama class, was the tremendous dramatic potential in each of the singers.
Having been embedded with the singers in the drama course, we did not see them as particularly
rich dramatic actors. Then came the opera scenes, where we saw the singers finally unleashing their
dramatic talents, channeled through their bodies and liberated by their voices.

After the first term’s scenes productions, Alex and I were determined to recast Alaska as an
intense drama. The result, thanks entirely to Alex’s imagination, was Greenland, a 25-minute
chamber opera for three singers who play Nazi propaganda filmmakers.2 What was, in particular, so

2A detailed summary of Greenland, along with analytical program notes and a video recording can be found by
contacting me or visiting my website.
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exciting about this reinvention of the story was that it seemed to be made for the singers we ended
up casting.

2.3.1 The Greenland Libretto

Once we had the cast settled, Alex and I were able to spend a great deal of time going line-by-line
through the libretto, not only reducing and clarifying its content, but also shaping it to fit more
perfecting into what Elizabeth Karani (Soprano, Director), Elgan Thomas (Tenor, Stuntman), and
Christopher Cull (Baritone, Cameraman) brought to the characters. The libretto-making process
consisted of a few exercises Alex and I kept finding ourselves doing. The most common of which
was seeking advice and guidance from Stephen Plaice, Alex’s writing teacher. Attending Stephen
and Alex’s lessons, first as a casual observer and eventually as an equal member, was incredibly
useful as a composer. Understanding how a character is written, how changes to that character’s
voice, behavior, psychology, motivation, etc. . . are made, was essential to my compositional process.
Instead of reinterpreting Alex’s work as written word, and then translating that into music, I was
able to discover – and help conceive of – the characters and the drama as they came into existence.

What was particularly useful during this time, was seeing how the libretto was cut. Not only
was I privy to the parts of the libretto that informed the actions of the characters even though
they ultimately went unsaid, I was able to see how the libretto improved as a consequence of the
cuts. The trust that Alex put into Stephen’s judgment, and eventually my own, about changes to
his work was something I think I understood was necessary implicitly, but had never yet seen put
to such good ends. In general, watching Alex and Stephen cultivate a relationship of trust around
Greenland was perhaps the most important thing I bore witness to in this entire process. Trust
is essential when making art, and when your collaborators are of the level that Alex, Stephen, the
singers, and Martin and Dominic are at, you realize that it is imperative to trust them.

2.3.2 The Music of Greenland

Because of the way my compositional approach changed as a result of I ’ Am ’ Two and the
inspiring capabilities and energy of the singers, I conceived of the music for Greenland with a more
dramatic approach in mind. My usual compositional method is to carefully plan the structure of
the piece mathematically, distributing material in a calculated way through the temporal, gestural,
and harmonic space of the piece. In Greenland, I similarly planned the structure out very carefully.
However, the depth at which the planning stopped was on the order of dramatic-episode, which means
that I stopped the structural planning at the level of libretto-revealed dramatic developments. For
instance, a new dramatic-episode begins when the Americans call the radio for the first time, or
when the Aurora begins, when the Cameraman discovers his love for the Director, etc. . . . However,
the distribution of individual lines of libretto was left as a through-composed compositional task. In
essence, I designed a scaffolding, but filled each space in uniquely. The only requirement was that
the boundaries between adjacent dramatic-episodes be dramatically coherent.

One specific process that Alex and I went through during the transition from libretto writing
to music composing was a line-by-line character’s motivational analysis. As a result, when I came
to setting each line, I referenced this analysis and was able to quickly understand, with regards
to the whole piece, why that character was saying those words at that moment. The coherence
of behavior in each character was something Alex and I both highly valued, and delivering that
coherence musically meant knowing where that character was along the dramatic arc, and thus, how
that character ought to sound. As a result, in addition to having coherent psychological, musical,
and dramatic evolution, each character has specific vocal mannerisms that we then drew upon in
the rehearsal room.
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2.3.3 Making Greenland Real – Rehearsals and Cuts

I irresponsibly undertook the entire composition of the vocal score for Greenland in an eight day
period. The consequences of this was that, although generally dramatic whole, what I produced
was under-marked for the singers, more-than-occasionally self-indulgent, and riddled with sloppy
mistakes. The following six weeks of rehearsals were spent mostly fixing these issues, uncovering
the quality material that lay beneath the mistakes, and cutting more than 60 bars of the score. As
I alluded to in §2.3.1, trusting one’s collaborators is the essential ingredient in every great work of
art. Although seeing a single 45-bar chunk of the Aurora scene being cleanly amputated from the
score was difficult, I realized quickly that the gluttonous fat I was too compositionally self-indulgent
to see was self-evident to my collaborators.

There once existed a complex and orderly structural design for the Aurora music3, but this design
failed to sustain the dramatic momentum that had come before. This led to the 45-bar cut, as well
as a number of other, shorter cuts in the Aurora scene. Instead of flying head-long into the Aurora,
being stunned into silence by its transcendent beauty, and then being torn away just as quickly, the
music sulked about vainly admiring its own reflection. Luckily, Greenland is not my child alone (it
belongs to Alex, Stephen, Laura, Martin, Dominic, Lizzie, Elgan, and Chris as well), and by raising
it in a village, it is has grown more beautiful and energetic than I could have possibly designed.

It is impossible to adequately emphasize how much influence the singers and, in general, the
development of the theatricalization of Greenland, had on the revision process. For instance, I held
off on writing the Vorspiel of the opera until I had seen the work on its feet. This allowed the Vorspiel
to be composed in a way that best articulated the dramatic dynamics we were creating on stage.
Similarly, every rehearsal, Alex and I were finding new areas of the piece to change as we watched
the singers, Dominic, and Martin guide the opera through its adolescent stage and into adulthood.
In the earliest stages of development, the singers were involved in discovering the true essence of each
character, so when, in the rehearsal room, Elgan would say something like “I think the Stuntman
should be doing this at this point”, or Lizzie would suggest a solution to a poor text-setting, it was
easy – and right – to trust them.

In general, what I had passively understood to be how the process works – that the composer
and librettist make the opera and then ship it away to others to produce and perform it – I found
to be only half-true. There surely is a day after which the scope of compositional input is orders-of-
magnitude smaller than it was the day before, but the wholesale relinquishment of the work to the
production team is inadequate. The proportion of one’s role is always in flux when collaborating,
and as the piece moves from the hermitage to the rehearsal room, the practical considerations of
opera performance take precedence. However, being in the room as Martin invented a theatrical
version of our opera, and seeing that whole work mature from an opera to an Opera, was not only
transformative for me, but I am sure that I helped make that transition more successful for the
performers and production staff as well.

3 Looking Within, then Ahead

During this course I have learned some of the most essential lessons any artist can learn. Although
it is incumbent on me to put those lessons into practice moving forward, I know now that I am more
prepared than I have ever been to make opera in a serious way. Despite trust being so important to
this process, I believe that many composers struggle to share equitably in the alchemy of creation.
Instead, we often (myself once included) insist that our æsthetic sensibilities, artistic vision, and

3The Aurora music is governed by a complex oscillatory equation that controls when the Aurora changes color in
time. The equation governing the change of color is given by t(n) = t(n−1)+C sin2(1/((n/N)2(sin2(2παn/N)+1))),
where C, M , and α are adjustable constants, and N is the total number of color changes. Similarly, the resulting
color of each change was calculated by producing an integer I (0 = green, 1 = blue, or 2 = red) from the function
I = b3 sin2(βt(n))c, where β is an adjustable constant.
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force-of-will alone can carry a work that amalgamates so many forces that we are untrained to wield
competently (let alone with the skill and grace with which we can draw lines and dots. . . ). I hope
that the lesson that touched me most sincerely this year – that I am but one of many creating
something single and whole – is something I never lose contact with.

I have found that I am a better composer when I trust the musicians who make my approximations
real. I am a better composer when I trust the writers and directors who, along with me, invest their
staggering talents and imagination into the growth of a work I am partially (and in the public’s
perception, overwhelmingly) responsible for. I am now a better composer because my music shares
in equal measure the burden of articulating the collective vision of Opera: one rife with historical
baggage, practical limitations, and an extern reputation of being, at best, suffocatingly elite. And
because I am a better composer of Opera, and Alex is a better librettist, we will continue to make
opera in the hopes that our work, only made whole when augmented by dedicated musicians and
theater people, will transcend the current limitations of this wonderful art. I used to believe that
composers did write opera, in fact, I admired that trait (in those like Wagner) above the collaborative
one. But I have found through the experiences of having written two on my own, and now two with
a team, that composers may write the largest part of an opera4, but they rarely, if ever, successfully
write an opera alone.

4I have thought often about a way of modeling, mathematically, the proportional amount of work between a
librettist and a composer. My best current model is if we take a dimensional-analysis approach: The librettist works
primarily in one dimension, creating a linear (albeit, usually more complexly knotted) stream of information. The
composer than builds a two-dimensional structure, one in temporal space (mapped onto the libretto’s dimension),
and one in sonic (be it gestural, harmonic, orchestrational, etc. . . ) space. Thus, the composer’s work is essentially

the integral of the librettist’s work, yielding a mathematical model of Wcomp ∝
∫
WlibdN , where Wcomp is the

amount of work the composer does, Wlib is the amount of work the librettist does, and dN is the differential measure
of the extent of the work. Because the composer and librettist create a single work, so 1 = Wcomp + Wlib. This

reduces to 1 =
∫
WlibdN +Wlib, or, because we know the dimensionality of Wlib is on the order of one, we get that

1 = W 2
lib + Wlib, or, more simply: Wcomp ∝ W 2

lib. A numerical solution to that equation gives that the composer
does the Golden Ratio (φ = 0.618. . . ) percent of the work and the librettist does 1− φ percent of the work.
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A Librettos

A.1 I ’ Am ’ Two

Ruth’s poem, originally untitled, is presented below.

My back tests its new green bed.
I close my eyes,
sink back under the day.

I am two colours,
yellow in the sun,
grey from the earth beneath.

My breath swells up and down,
a little engine
keeping me afloat.

I think of times when nights were left wide open
and outside, new voices called
asking to be chased.

I think of times when my breath was different
short, snatched and moist...

I take the spaces
between one leap and the next;
and make them to myself again.

Footsteps, birds, cycles,
brings me back...

I open my eyes,
and notice the curtains,
still flung open.
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A.2 Colony

The English and Antish libretti for Colony are presented below. The Antish is given as a glossary
of terms and translations, rather than in order-of-appearance, to allow easier understanding of the
text.

English Libretto
Go to the ant,
consider her ways and be wise!
Look how simply she lives,
look how readily she dies.
Go to the ant,
consider her ways and be wise!

Go to the ant,
consider its ways and be wise!
It has no ruler, no overseer,
even the queen serves all.
Bread of leaves to strengthen her -
see how her thorax shines.
Laying eggs
to make more eggs
and spawning spawn
without knowing why.
See how her thorax shines!

Obey the call of the colony,
eat your enemy.
A thousand battles, a thousand victories.

Make a raft of your bodies.
Let your legs entwine.
See the queen float!
See the eggs shine!
Dry land ahead!
Dry land before us!

Kill prey!
Fetch leaves!
Eat your enemy!
Feed the queen!

Antish Translations
Questions:

mim? - Is this food?
chack? - Is there an enemy?
dim? - Is the Queen/larvae safe?
kai? - Bite/attack?

Responses:
bet. - No.
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eh! - Yes!

Statements:
gung - I am laying an egg/take the eggs away (only said by Queen, no direct translation)
neeah! - I am hungry/feed me (only spoken by Queen)
zzh! - It is Raining/Build a Raft/maintain the structure of the Raft (no direct transla-
tion)

A.3 Greenland

The libretto to Greenland is presented below.

Greenland

(the Director is sitting next to the radio)
RADIO (A voice in Danish) Hans Kongelige Højhed Kong Christian X har indgivet

i en protest til den amerikanske ambassadør ... (His royal highness king Christian X has
filed in a protest to the American ambassador...)

(A voice in Canadian accent) The weather - sunny with clouds. Montreal -7 degrees,
Toronto -5...

(A voice in German) Es ist unsere patriotische Pflicht, die lähmenden Einfluss der
entarteten Kunst zu unterdrücken und ... (It is our patriotic duty to suppress the debili-
tating influence of degenerate art and... ) (this need to be spoken in hysteric, Hitler-like
style which will let the audience know it’s 1940)

(A voice in BBC English) ...because of the takeover of Greenland by the American
forces. Reportedly, the Navy has deployed its troops this morning at 6 o’clock local time
with the intent of limiting the spread of Hitler’s forces in northern Atlantic.

DIRECTOR (fiddling with the radio) No response!
(looks at Stuntman and Cameraman) I will have them sacked the minute I get back!
STUNTMAN If we don’t freeze before that.
DIRECTOR Why are they not answering?
CAMERAMAN This is really strange.
STUNTMAN (D and C ignoring him) Gambling with the weather... We got tons of

footage yesterday!
DIRECTOR (text, speaking into the radio) Raven to Base, do you read me?
RADIO (a voice tinged with panic) Base to Raven, do NOT fly back South! I say

again, do not fly South! Over.
(D, S, and C look at each other surprised)
DIRECTOR We cannot fly... the storm has caused engine failure. We need a rescue

team now!
RADIO Base to Raven, Southern Greenland under American occupation since eleven

hundred hours this morning!
DIRECTOR (into the radio) My footage! Have they taken my footage?
RADIO Base to Raven, all film equipment is gone. We have advised Berlin of your

situation. Help is on the way. Please confirm your location? Do you copy?
DIRECTOR Raven to Base. Our exact coordinates are...
STUNTMAN (interrupts her panicking) Stop, damn it! The Americans will be lis-

tening!
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DIRECTOR (throwing a fit - to the audience) How can they invade while I’m shoot-
ing! people with no culture - Yankee scum!

STUNTMAN I told you we’d get stuck.
CAMERAMAN (to S) If we weren’t stuck here we’d be prisoners by now. I would

rather freeze to death than lick filthy Yankee boots.
STUNTMAN (smiles) Yes, you’re too busy licking hers.
DIRECTOR (not having heard their previous exchange) The cold is damaging the

rolls...
RADIO (the Americans) (a message suddenly comes through, D, S, and C listen)

American search squad to the German film crew. Confirm your location so that we can
rescue you. Over.

(the crew doesn’t reply)
DIRECTOR The Americans have intercepted our message.
STUNTMAN If they approach I will shoot them down.
CAMERAMAN (to Director) And I will strangle them with my own hands.
RADIO (the Americans) Film crew, do you read me? We have disabled the German

plane sent to save you. Over.
DIRECTOR (switches off the radio and walks away)
STUNTMAN/CAMERAMAN (to the audience and pretending to be fighting) We

would rather die by the sword then become the prisoners of war. We would rather meet
our icy graves than rot away as slaves of our enemy. We were born for battle and we
leave it to our destiny whether we shall fight to death or to our final victory.

DIRECTOR (standing apart from D and S) I should rather think this through... find
another way. Why must I rush into my death does no other way open before me? Why
are the Americans suddenly my enemy? They used to love my movies. I still cherish the
memory of it all: the marvelous studios of LA, the technology... and the actors who do
exactly what they’re told.

DIRECTOR (suddenly enthusiastically addresses C and S) I’ve got it! I’ve had an
idea - so brilliant so new so scintillating that I’m trembling through and through.

STUNTMAN/CAMERAMAN Spell it out!
DIRECTOR I will surrender to the Americans!
STUNTMAN/CAMERAMAN You will what?
DIRECTOR Why not ask the devil to get us out of the hell he made. We will live

and the film will be saved.
STUNTMAN You are mad!
DIRECTOR Don’t you see. The Americans are trying to capture me anyway!
STUNTMAN You’re a traitor!
CAMERAMAN I am sure there’s another way around.
DIRECTOR What am I supposed to do? The temperature is dropping. I must save

the footage that we’ve made and I can’t finish my film if I’m dead.
STUNTMAN Our film’s meant to serve the Reich not the other way around.
DIRECTOR What every country needs in its history-forging hour is the resourceful-

ness of its people not martyrs.
STUNTMAN You’re... You’re justifying treason! What you seek is luxury and fame

- I’m immune to them, I’ve had my share of those transient pleasures: winning the
Olympic gold was more than enough.

DIRECTOR Or is it that you’re preaching patriotism only because your sports career
is over?

CAMERAMAN Both of you, calm down. Let’s call Berlin. The Americans may be
lying.
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DIRECTOR (D goes to the radio and tries to call Germany; there are all sorts of
sounds coming through the device, but Berlin is not responding)

Raven to Berlin. Berlin, do you read me?
(waits)
Do you read me, Berlin?
(gets up frustrated)
STUNTMAN I’m putting my life in the hands of a woman fiddling with the radio.

Small wonder we got stuck. (suddenly, behind their backs, a massive aurora starts
forming in the sky, they do not notice) No female is cut out to be a director. The
Fuehrer really knew it all when he said that women are bred for the three Cs: children
church and cooking.

(D slaps S with all her might; he bounces back holding his cheek; all freeze) (the
aurora’s getting brighter)

CAMERAMAN (the first one to spot the aurora) Look here... So strange!
STUNTMAN (looks into the sky holding his cheek) What is this?
CAMERAMAN (overwhelmed) A sea creature swimming in the sky.
DIRECTOR (having realized what’s happening suddenly shouts at C) Get the cam-

era! I want the aurora in the movie. Run!
(the aurora music unfolds)
STUNTMAN (while C is fiddling with the camera S is looking at the sky) Creature

from the purest spheres. Have you lost your way and wandered into our unworthy world?
(having left the camera to do the shooting, C joins S)
STUNTMAN/CAMERAMAN A whispering aurora!
DIRECTOR (having seen the C got distracted by the aurora goes to the camera and

starts operating it herself)
What amazing luck!
STUNTMAN It’s a sign the Reich will win.
CAMERAMAN It’s a sign that we will win.
STUNTMAN And peace shall reign supreme.
CAMERAMAN And love shall reign supreme.
DIRECTOR I never even dared to dream I would catch an aurora. This will be a hit!
STUNTMAN/CAMERAMAN Soon will break the golden dawn.
STUNTMAN/CAMERAMAN/DIRECTOR Behold aurora’s gentle flow. Its ten

thousand hues are talking
STUNTMAN Of our Fatherland it speaks.
CAMERAMAN (looks at D) A woman that I love it depicts.
DIRECTOR My final artistic triumph it predicts!
STUNTMAN/CAMERAMAN/DIRECTOR Foretelling a happy future narrating our

heroic past, whispering so gently...
DIRECTOR I have to save my movie! (rushes away to the radio leaving C and S in

the middle of the stage)
(TO ALEX, here was the major cut apparently, Elgan’s weird ’Victories’ line should

have been cut as well as it belonged to this verse, but it wasn’t because it was after
the new joining of the sectionslol In fact, the entire end of the duet doesn’t make sense
because the beginning was cut! Ahhhh I finally get why this section was chunky)

DIRECTOR (at the radio) Raven to Berlin. Berlin, do you read me?
STUNTMAN Victories...
RADIO (emitting crackling sounds)
RADIO (the Americans) American patrol to German film crew. Confirm your exact

coordinates. We have almost...
DIRECTOR (startled, moves away from the radio) Can I really do it?
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STUNTMAN Soon The Golden Dawn!
CAMERAMAN As your heart melts.
DIRECTOR Will they give me what I need? Or I’ll watch their fears, their nervous

tastes blocking my talent, frustrating me endlessly.
STUNTMAN (walks towards D blissfully) Have you seen this. It’s all so clear now.

We know what to do.
CAMERAMAN When our Our eyes meet Eyes meet
The Director goes to the radio. STUNTMAN You’re not calling the Americans?
DIRECTOR (D’s tone is friendly) Friedrich, be reasonable! You’re no use to anybody

dead. One out of a million fallen for the Fuehrer. CAMERAMAN I can see it all All so
clearly

DIRECTOR Do you think they will remember once the war is won and people are
spoiled by peace.

STUNTMAN (alert) I will not stand and watch your treason! (he takes radio trans-
mitter handset) Move!

(D very slowly moves away)
DIRECTOR (surprised) Give me that back at once! That’s an order, I outrank you.
CAMERAMAN That you love...
RADIO (the Americans) (suddenly broadcasts) This is the American patrol. We are

approaching you location...
STUNTMAN (looks at D angrily and draws his gun, aiming it at her) You treacherous

bitch!
DIRECTOR (screams loudly) Noooooooooooooo!
CAMERAMAN That you love me!
STUNTMAN (surprised) I though you understood. We will dieeeeee for Germany.
(Because of the Director’s scream the Cameraman wakes up from his aurora trance

and sees the Stuntman walking towards the Director with a gun in his hand; frightened
he will kill her, the Cameraman swiftly draws his gun and shoots the Stuntman)

DIRECTOR Oh my God! What have you done?
CAMERAMAN I couldn’t allow him to hurt you.
DIRECTOR (to C panicking) He wrecked the radio!
CAMERAMAN (approaches D) Hush, be still and listen.
(he takes her hand) I finally understand. I have loved you ever since we met so even

if you can’t reciprocate I had to let you know how things stand. (new musical phrase;
hypomanic) But before you answer let me also add that something’s telling me that you
have feelings for me too!

DIRECTOR (surprised) This is so unexpected.
CAMERAMAN My love
DIRECTOR (suddenly awakes to all the possibilities) But if you love me as you say

you do...
CAMERAMAN I do!
DIRECTOR (hopeful) Then you’ll help me save the movie.
CAMERAMAN The Fuehrer’s hand will swoop down and save us.
DIRECTOR The Americans have destroyed our plane! Didn’t you hear? The only

way out is – to America.
CAMERAMAN (rejecting the thought) Think of our future. I don’t want us to rot

away in a prison separated.
DIRECTOR Dieter, you have just killed a distinguished Party member. An Olympic

champion. You can’t possibly go back to Germany. Leave the Americans to me. I know
how to defend my artistic integrity.

CAMERAMAN Look into my eyes and promise me That this will really work.
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(they stare at each other for a while without talking; then D initiates a kiss, C
responds)

DIRECTOR (ending the kiss) Let’s get rid of his body. Toss it somewhere in the
snow.

(C takes S’s body away and busies himself burying it in snow; the aurora is still in
the sky)

DIRECTOR (rushes to the radio; says nervously) Come on, come on. Yessss... it
works! (speaking into the device) American patrol, do you copy? This is the German
film director speaking. I want to defect to America. I am with a Nazi who will resist
arrest. Our coordinates are 66.06 N 42.05 W. Over.

RADIO (instead of the American patrol, a German pilot responds) Raven, do you
read me. This is a German pilot speaking.

DIRECTOR (into the radio shocked) A German pilot?!
RADIO We have received your message and relayed it to Berlin. We are closing on

your position. Over.
DIRECTOR (to herself) This is impossible! How can this be? How can this be? How

can this be...
(The cameraman tries to embrace the director. A pandemonium of noise is un-

leashed.)
THE END
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